
“With your help, curling will become the
winter recreation of choice for Canada’s
wheelchair users.”

The CCA, through the Discover Curling initiative,
wants to work with you to give every wheelchair  
user in Canada the opportunity to curl.

This brochure covers 
the questions clubs most
frequently ask about
wheelchair curling.

Just as delivery sticks
have extended the 
enjoyment (and the club 
memberships) of many
curlers no longer able 
to get down in the hack,
wheelchair curling allows
those unable to stand on
the ice to participate in
our great sport.

Canada has already established programs in every
province with over 50 clubs actively supporting 
wheelchair curling.

We realise that many clubs were formed before
wheelchair access became part of the building
code. While it would be nice for every club to be
fully accessible, with spacious toilets and an 
elevator to the bar, many clubs could, with minimal, 
inexpensive, and even temporary ramping, allow
wheelchairs onto their ice.

We know the goodwill to remove barriers exists. 
If you can find a way to get wheelchairs onto your
ice, these pages will cover the basics for getting
wheelchair curling started at your club.

The secret to  success is …
having someone who wants wheelchair users to 
become part of the daily life of the club. It might 
be a regular club member, or coach, or manager 
or someone who uses a wheelchair. That’s the 
person who will make wheelchair users feel 
welcome, arrange for ice time and promote 
wheelchair curling at your club.

The information here is also available in expanded
form at the CCA’s website.

http://www.curling.ca/wheelchairguide.asp 

Who curls from a wheelchair 
and how do we find them?
Some will already be familiar with the sport, either
through curling before using a chair, or from knowing
other curlers. This group is easiest to reach and 
accommodate, and any announcements or signage 
welcoming wheelchair curlers will filter through to them.

Others can be recruited. They may play other sports 
or be in contact with organizations providing services 
to wheelchair users: medical supply stores, wheelchair
sports bodies and disability organisations like the 
MS Society, or Veterans and Service Clubs. Give-it-a-go
days and demonstrations are proven recruiting methods.

Family and friends may bring wheelchair users more 
interested in experiencing moving rocks on the ice than
formal curling. This group may need more help but will
bring that assistance with them.

Start small
The hardest person to reach is the first wheelchair user.
If you can get one person on the ice, others will follow.

A wheelchair curling program won’t start with a wheel-
chair only league. You don’t even need a four-person
team to begin wheelchair curling.

Allocate some practice ice time and encourage those
who come, to spare or join an able-bodied league.
Wheelchair curlers who want to compete should 
expect to play with and against regular curlers.

Pairs or stick-curling formats may be the best 
introduction to curling for wheelchair users because
both players are involved all the time, either skipping 
or throwing.

What’s needed to get started?
All a wheelchair curler need bring to the ice is the 
coordination to exert a measured pushing force, 
and a tolerance for cold.

Wheelchair curling is not an aerobic activity. 

Hats, gloves and dressing in layers (preferably with 
synthetic fabrics) are important to stay warm.

The only equipment used is a delivery stick. (You may
be able to buy just the head and attach an adjustable
pole available at most hardware stores.)

Wheels, even those on electric wheelchairs, do not 
damage ice surfaces, but should be wiped down 
before accessing the ice.

It helps if clubs, at least initially, donate a weekly period
of ice time for wheelchair practice. It is useful to have 
at least one able-bodied person on the ice to move rocks
and brace chairs if necessary during delivery.

Competitive and recreational curlers
Rules for competitive wheelchair curling follow the 
regular game except stones are placed within 6 inches 
of the centre line at delivery from a stationary wheelchair
(see website for full rules).

The rules of curling 
are important for 
anyone wishing to 
develop their skills 
to compete in organised
competition. They are 
not as important, 
however, for the 
recreational curler,
who should be 
allowed to adapt
the rules and 
procedures in 
any way that 
maximises their
participation 
and enjoyment.

It is far better to throw with
success from mid ice, than to never reach the rings. 
Similarly, a moving electric wheelchair can compensate
for lack of arm strength when delivering a rock.

The principle should always be “do what works” for the
people on the ice. Those with ambition to compete in
leagues should learn to play by the written rules. Others
should be encouraged to do what works for them.
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For more information contact Danny Lamoureux
at the CCA by email at danny@curling.ca

or call 1-800-550-2875 (ext. 116).



Learning to curl from a chair
Delivery
Develop a repeatable delivery that can be made with
different levels of force. Find a motion that works for
you: pendulum, piston, three-quarters, side, front 
(see website). There are no right and wrong ways to
push a rock. Choose the one that works best for you. 
Try different lengths of delivery stick and different 
chair positions in relation to the rock.

Start by throwing 20 feet from the target and as 
you become more accurate, gradually move back.

Rock Rotation
This is what makes rocks curl,
clockwise for left to right, and
anti-clockwise for right to left.
Putting rotation on the stone
takes practice and is best
learned when not throwing hard.

Weight Control
This is the toughest skill to 
master. A repeatable delivery
motion is key to weight control.
Throwing a particular weight 
relies on muscle memory and
takes lots of practice, so always
have a plan when you throw a rock. Don’t throw a rock,
throw a particular shot. That way you’ll know whether 
the weight you threw was too light for your plan, or too
heavy, or just right. Every rock thrown with a purpose
adds to that memory bank and will help you know how
hard to throw the next stone.

Discipline
Have a teammate or helper brace your chair when
throwing. When the target is placed by your skip, move
your chair to the stone, always keeping your wheels in
the same position relative to the stone for every throw.

A totally different game 
Jim Armstrong, a six time Brier player who skipped
Canada to the 2009 World Championship, says that
wheelchair curling is not regular curling without the
sweeping; it is a completely different game. Excellent
wheelchair curlers will shoot around 50%. If you can 
ignore your inevitable misses, consistently draw into 
the rings, make the occasional up-weight hit and have 
a little luck, you too can succeed.

Good luck!

Practice Drills for Weight Practi ce Drills for Hits Practice Drills for Fun

Goal: Zone 3-2, Rock must be within 12" of the centerline.
Scoring: 4 points = Zone 3, within 12" of center. 

2 points = Zone 2, within 12" of center.

ATHLETE 1 2 3 4 TOTAL

Goal: 12 foot, Stay in the house. Stone located in the 12 foot.
Scoring: 4 points = Stay in house. 2 points = Hit and roll out.

1 2 3 4 TOTAL

Goal: 8 foot, Stay in the house. Stone located in the 8 foot.
Scoring: 4 points = Stay in house. 2 points = Hit and roll out.

Goal: 4 foot, Stay in the house. Stone located in the 4 foot.
Scoring: 4 points = Stay in house. 2 points = Hit and roll out.

In-Turn Draw, In-Turn Guard

Out-Turn Draw, Out-Turn Guard

In-Turn Draw

Out-Turn Draw

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

In-Turn, 12-foot Out-Turn, 12-foot

ATHLETE 1 2 3 4 TOTAL 1 2 3 4 TOTAL

Out-Turn, 8-footIn-Turn, 8-foot

In-Turn, 4-foot Out-Turn, 4-foot

Produce Consistent Draw Weight: In-Turn

Produce Consistent Draw Weight: Out-Turn

Produce Consistent Hit Weight: In-Turn

Produce Consistent Draw Weight: Out-Turn
ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

Button

Goal: Button, Stay in the house. Stone located on the button.
Scoring: 4 points = Stay in house. 2 points = Hit and roll out.

Goal: Zone 3-2, Rock must be within 12" of the centerline.
Scoring: 4 points = Zone 3, within 12" of center. 

2 points = Zone 2, within 12" of center.

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

Goal: Zone 3-4, Rock must be within 12" of the centerline. 
Scoring: 4 points = Zone 3, within 12" of center. 

2 points = Zone 4, within 12" of center.

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

Goal: Zone 3-4, Rock must be within 12" of the centerline.
Scoring: 4 points = Zone 3, within 12" of center. 

2 points = Zone 4, within 12" of center.

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

ATHLETE Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 TOTAL

Goal:Must produce consistent draw weight within each side of 10 seconds.
Scoring: 4 points = Weight within .5 second each side of 10 seconds.

2 points = Weight within 1 second each side of 10 seconds.

Goal:Must produce consistent draw weight within each side of 10 seconds.
Scoring: 4 points = Weight within .5 second each side of 10 seconds.

2 points = Weight within 1 second each side of 10 seconds.

Goal:Must produce consistent draw weight within each side of 13 seconds.
Scoring: 4 points = Weight within .5 second each side of 13 seconds.

2 points = Weight within 1 second each side of 13 seconds.

Goal:Must produce consistent draw weight within each side of 13 seconds.
Scoring: 4 points = Weight within .5 second each side of 13 seconds.

2 points = Weight within 1 second each side of 13 seconds.

ATHLETE 1 2 3 4 TOTAL 1 2 3 4 TOTAL
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Target your shot 
by using the 

numbered zones.


